
The Epic Tale of Pro Cycling's Greatest Climb:
Conquering the Unthinkable

Pro cycling is a sport that pushes the boundaries of human endurance and
showcases the indomitable spirit of athletes who strive for greatness. Within this
realm of physical and mental prowess, there exists a climb that stands above all
others, rumored to be the ultimate challenge for even the most seasoned cyclists:
The Great Ascent.

Unveiling the Road Less Traveled

Situated amidst the breathtaking alpine landscapes, The Great Ascent emerges
as an elusive myth, captivating the minds of cycling purists worldwide. Spanning
over 20 kilometers of treacherous mountain terrain, it offers a formidable test for
those audacious enough to embark on its journey.
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Unlike any other climb in pro cycling, this untamed beast demands proficiency in
various disciplines, incorporating demanding switchbacks, unforgiving gradients,
and treacherous descents. Its reputation for relentless challenges has attracted
legends of the sport to attempt conquering its peaks.

A Battle Against Nature

The stage is set for a titanic clash between man and nature as cyclists confront
the raw power of the mountains. The Great Ascent traverses untamed territory,
where the whims of weather can dictate the outcome of the race. Cyclists must
contend not only with their opponents but also with the unforgiving elements for
victory.

The climb's legendary stature derives from its ability to expose both physical and
mental vulnerabilities. As the altitude increases, oxygen thins, leaving competitors
gasping for breath and muscles burning. Riders must summon an unparalleled
determination to push beyond their limits alongside the unwavering belief that
they can conquer the mountain.

A Rivalry for the Ages
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The pursuit of conquering The Great Ascent has given birth to a captivating rivalry
between two cycling greats. Alberto "The Maverick" Martinez, known for his
audacity and instinctive riding style, faces off against Jonathan "The Machine"
Thompson, a calculating strategist with unmatched endurance.

Over the years, the two have engaged in fierce battles, each seeking to etch their
name into cycling history. Their paths have intertwined countless times during
various competitions, with neither cyclist able to claim superiority over the other.

Yet, it is on the slopes of The Great Ascent that their rivalry has reached its
zenith. The mountain beckons both men, daring them to push further, to surpass
their limits, and to prove who truly deserves the title of pro cycling's greatest
climber.

A Tale of Triumph and Heartbreak

The road to victory is paved with both elation and despair. The Great Ascent has
witnessed countless stories of triumph as cyclists summon the strength to
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overcome its challenges and emerge victorious. It has also left its mark with tales
of heartbreak, where dreams are shattered, and title hopes dissipate in the thin
mountain air.

Each year, the world watches with bated breath as the climbers harness their
determination and embark on this monumental journey. They push past physical
exhaustion, navigating the unpredictable twists and turns, all while battling
against fellow riders who threaten to seize their moment of glory.

The Legacy Continues

The allure of The Great Ascent continues to captivate cyclists from around the
globe, sparking a fire within them to test their mettle and conquer the impossible.
The climb has become iconic, beckoning new generations of riders to forge their
own narratives of triumph and struggle.

As pro cycling continues to evolve, new stars are born, eager to etch their names
alongside the greats who have come before them. They dare to dream of
conquering The Great Ascent and etching their legacy into the annals of cycling
history.

Will it be the audacious maverick, Alberto Martinez, or the calculating machine,
Jonathan Thompson? Or will a dark horse rise from the depths, surprising the
world with their tenacity and determination? Only time will tell as the next chapter
in the epic tale of The Great Ascent unfolds.

The Enduring Legacy of The Great Ascent

Pro cycling's greatest climb, The Great Ascent, stands as a testament to the
human spirit and the relentless pursuit of greatness. It encapsulates the essence



of the sport, where riders conquer both the untamed mountains and their inner
demons.

From the legendary rivalry between Martinez and Thompson to the countless
stories of triumph and heartbreak, The Great Ascent weaves a tapestry of
emotions and showcases the indomitable spirit of pro cyclists.

It serves as a continuous reminder that within the realms of sport, there exist
battles that transcend mere competition. The Great Ascent symbolizes the
unwavering determination to conquer the impossible, leaving an enduring legacy
for generations of pro cyclists to come.
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It has been called the Tour de France’s ‘Hollywood climb’, and there is no doubt
that Alpe d’Huez has played a starring role in cycling’s history since its first
encounter with the sport back in 1952 when the legendary Fausto Coppi
triumphed on the summit. Re-introduced to the Tour in 1976, Alpe d’Huez has
risen to mythical status, thanks initially to a string of victories by riders from
Holland, whose exploits attracted tens of thousands of their compatriots to the
climb, which has become known as ‘Dutch mountain’.
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A snaking 13.8-kilometre ascent rising up through 21 numbered hairpins at an
average gradient of 7.8%, Alpe d’Huez is the climb on which every great rider
wants to win. Many of the sport’s most famous and now even infamous names
have won on the Alpe, including Bernard Hinault, Joop Zoetemelk, Lucho
Herrera, Marco Pantani and Lance Armstrong. As well as days of brilliance, there
have controversies such as the high-speed and drug-fuelled duels of the EPO
years in the 1990s and into the new millennium.

 

 

In Alpe d’Huez, veteran cycling journalist Peter Cossins reveals the triumphs,
passion and despair behind the great exploits on the Alpe and discloses the
untold details that have led to the mountain becoming as important to the Tour as
the race is to resort at its summit. It is a tale of man and machine battling against
breath-taking terrain for the ultimate prize.
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